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Sustainability is one of those trendy words that seems to be on everyone's lips these days.  For me, it 

was always a part of my vocabulary, except I prefer to call it "common sense."  Growing up on a farm in 

rural Michigan, there was no room for waste.  Everything was reused, repurposed, or repaired, since 

there wasn't a trash can to throw it in or money to replace it.  I still remember helping my father 

dismantle an old barn.  We gently pried apart the boards, making sure not to damage any in the 

deconstruction process.  Half of the lumber and steel siding became a new equipment shelter under my 

father's talented hands, and the rest we carefully set aside for the next project that would come along.   

I was raised to value the kind of resourcefulness that finds a second and third purpose in everything.  

We grew our own food and knew the cycles of production the way we knew the sun would come up 

each day, turning waste from one area of the farm into a value in another.    

Later in life when I left the farm, I had the good fortune to marry into a family with a mother-in-law who 

was deeply passionate about recycling.  Long before it was trendy to do so, she was dedicated to 

preserving nature, buying local, and most importantly, reaching out to others.   She helped me to 

appreciate the urban equivalent for the agrarian conservation I'd known my whole life and added this 

important social component, taking joy in inspiring others to share her vision.  Now, as the general 

manager of the Holiday Inn Grand Rapids Downtown, it's only natural that we run a full-scale green 

hotel. 

Our hotel didn't become green overnight; sustainability is one of those things best tackled one project at 

a time.  It's like starting with a few tomato plants in a garden, and adding another row each year.  Before 

you know it, you'll have a small farm of your own.  That's how things started at our hotel.  We identified 

the smaller, more achievable goals and set out to cultivate those when we could.  Our fledgling green 

operations started with things like choosing not to buy Styrofoam packaging for our restaurant to-go 

containers and putting in low wattage CFLs in every light fixture that could take them.  When these 

initiatives flourished, we peeked over the fence to see what everyone else was doing.   

Soon we were starting initiatives that were more costly and a little bit more cumbersome, but brought 

with them a greater reward.  It was like switching from a watering can to a drip irrigation system for our 

metaphoric garden;  we knew it would save a lot in the long run, but it wasn't the simplest transition in 

the world.  Now that we were buying corn- and potato-based products for our food service, we looked a 

bit further down the line at what happened to all this packaging when we were done with it.  Before 

long we had signed up for commercial composting services, a change that diverted hundreds of pounds 

of food and paper waste from the landfill.  We offered a linen and towel reuse program to our guests, 

then started thinking about the entire laundry process in more detail.  Soon our Ozone Laundry System 

was in place, a machine that allows linens to be washed more effectively in cold water, reducing the 

amount of gas needed for water heating and prolonging the life of the fabric.   

None of these initiatives were achieved without obstacles, but I never quit.   Adding composting meant 

re-training the whole staff on trash procedures and breaking old habits.  Adding the Ozone machine 



meant learning a whole new system of maintenance and gaining familiarity with an entirely new 

machine.  It's often easy for these green initiatives to lose their shine, or to feel overwhelmed by how 

much I still haven't accomplished.  At times like those, it always helps to go back to the fence to see 

what the neighborhood's doing to help maintain my passion for sustainability.  It's wonderful to be 

reminded that several green ideas have indeed taken root at our hotel and are thriving to this day, even 

if we still have room to grow. 

Taking the time to share the abundant harvest of a garden with the neighbors can often be the most 

rewarding part.   As a child, I didn't think twice about the many trips my parents took me on to visit the 

elderly members of our community with extra flowers and vegetables we had grown.   I recognize it now 

as not only courtesy and caring but also as another part of the sustainable lifestyle they lived, their way 

of strengthening the community we lived in.  It's a joy to continue to follow in the path of my parents 

and mother-in-law.  Just as they planted and nurtured my interest in sustainability, I am newly inspired 

each time my "common sense" attitude is planted and flourishes in others. 


